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About This Game

Save the world from an expirement gone wrong in Tesla's Tower: The Wardenclyffe Mystery! Nikola Tesla – villain or victim?
It’s the question everyone asks after what should have been his greatest invention drained the world of color. Tesla disappeared

in the Ether that fateful day when his experiment went horribly wrong. Help him get back and bring the color back to your
world!

Gripping story
Challenging puzzles

Save Tesla!
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In short, All Star Fruit Racing sets out to offer a Mario Kart experience on the PC and doesn't fall all that far from the tree!!
(See what I did there? Fruit...Tree??)

Playing this game it is impossible not to feel like Venelope Von Schweetz, racing across the many hills and hollows of the 'Sugar
Rush' circuit.

But as nobody made a 'Sugar Rush' game (Yet!), this is everything that it would be if they did, only fruit are a far healthier
option my friend!

Make no mistake, this game is not without it's flaws, but they are completely overshadowed by fun and addictive gameplay, easy
controls, lashings of bright, eye-catching visuals and a fitting, cute soundtrack to speed along to!

Definitely a game to check out, if you like your Mario & Diddy racers, and able, not only to ge in the ring, but also to punch
above it's weight as a serious contender to them!

Hats off to the development team behind this gem of a game, who pulled off, what so many have failed to do before
them...Bravo!

Looking for a stunning, fun, racing distraction, you could do far worse that this!

8/10. If you liked Htol#NiQ, you'll like this. Same kind of puzzles, same art style, same vibes. The only real major difference is
that you have complete control instead of having to guide your character via mouse controls.

This gets points for turning the blood ON, but I like Htol#NiQ a lot more. This feels like it leans too far into the grimness that
these little NIS games have a bit much, but it's still a really enjoyable distractilon.. Refunded. A poorly ported, average quality
mobile game. Way overpriced. Avoid unless it's 99 cents.. I fart in your general direction! Your mother was a hamster, and your
father smelt of elderberries!. One of the options to date is incredibly sexist and the game tries to play it off as "oh he's just
caring" and it's highly annoying. Most of the game is clicking through random scenes with any of the characters, it takes forever
before you actually get to "date" one of them and when you do, you still have those random scenes with other characters. So
little of the game is spent on the character you choose that when you get to the sex scene it feels sudden. The scene with Mark in
particular is awkward, you and him exchange "well" and stare at each other before your character says "Do you want to have sex
with me?" and he says "Yeah sure." The story's weak so definitely not worth the full price but probably not even worth a sale
price because there are better games for much less. I much preferred Cinderella Phenomenon (free!) or Let's Not Stay Friends.
It seems like a crappier rip-off of Roommates.. well my first play through of this ended up with me looking into space and
thinking to myself "oh, this is just a reall big hallway" so i went down said "hallway" only to look behind me and find that i was
rapidly falling away from the station.

10\/10 would aimlessly walk into space again.. Kingspray Graffiti was a great help for me to practice real life graffiti. The
realistic drips and pressure, made it the ideal game for both hardcore painters and newcomers. What I especially love, is the
camera feature. Moving around all cinematic. You will be able to film your experience from 9 different angles, while also being
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able to see the camera through the goggles.

10/10 <3. I love this game its amazing... i Enjoy the bus routes and how the bus is operated.. its a great game and awsome to
have fun.. just WISHED it had more buses to drive and and more buttons to use.. overall 9/10
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Brilliant little puzzle/thriller game. Do try it.. Never dull and seldom panicky, immersion is great. The game design, UI,
minigames, and player objective tracking are all highly polished. 16 hours to beat it, every minute of it is fun. Very replayable,
play differently, build big or speed run it. You might want to copy your saved game before your first boss fight... it's high
stakes, and can be impossible if you didn't hear what to do and can't figure it out on the fly.

I just got contaminated by radiation on an away mission, and as I was flying 11m/s back to the medical bay I puked on my visor
(in game!) and had my vision going tunnel vision (in game!) while health declined. 11/10 for such special effects!!. Though the
gameplay is the same as with many other indie RPGs, this game has a fresh theme and dialogues that had me laughing non-stop..
Although it might show I have played onlly 84 minutes on steam I have actaully played it for more than 10 hours including the
time spent in playing the demo and the alpha. After finishing the alpha I was eagerly waiting to play the full game. I have been
playing it non stop and even if it means playing it from the start again, I dont mind playing it all over again.

Since I havent player any of the metroid or zelda games I was eagerly waiting for something to quench my curiosity. I cant cant
say any hing bad about Elliot Quest. From the Art style, to the Music, to the Gameplay this is the most fun I have had playing
any game in a looooong time. I mostly play AAA titles and play few independent games from Capy Bara and Klei. These days I
seems to enjoy playing more indie games than AAA titles. With their big price tag and their buggy gameplay it completely ruins
the fun. But I bought Elliot Quest for a mere 6$ on indie gamestand and if there was a editors version I would buy this game
again eventhough it not by a big game developer. In fact the art, code and design for was by one person. Even at 10$ this is a
steal and an absolute no brainer. You wont be dissapointed.

One small gripe of mine would be that it doesnt have steam save so I have to replay the game again if I switch between mac and
PC. That is only since I have played a good bunch on the game in alpha. But you know what? that it is still fine. I will play it
again a second time.

If you are a fan of retro games and platformers and enjoy good gameplay you must buy Elliot Quest. I give it a 9/10.. A fitting
title for what I felt about this game and how I will play it.. After a few hours of playing this game I can certainly say I was
skeptical about how my PC would handle it. The "minimum" Graphics card needed says GeForce GTX970 4GB which, for me
was out of the question upgrading from my GeForce GTX 950 2GB and my CPU is a very basic low end G3200 @3.00 GHz
from the recommended Core i5. I'm very glad I didn't run to my local MicroCenter and drop 300$ for a GTX 1050 which I was
debating on buying.

My game runs smoothly with basic mid settings no issues on my end to report. Graphics overall are amazing the game play is
above average switching in battles. Story is moderate at best don't know if its the original voice cast from both series but from
my short time playing I want to say/think the whole game is voice acted.

Pros:
Voice Acting
Easy To Level
Money Making
Massive Roster
Field Platforms Heal You

Cons:
Flying Is Somewhat Of A Challenge
Lack Of Avatar Weapons (LOL)
Accel World Characters Can't Fly (Except Crow haven't used Sky Raker Yet)
Leveling Is Easy Seems Pointless (Took Down A Level 200 Boss With Party @ Level 140 Each)

Overall my opnion of the game is positive, I guess a lot of people are giving it a alot of dirt due to the requirements to run the
game which I agree were set to high but, like most ported games PCs have superior power to consoles.. Fun game . wish the # of
players was larger but fun game.. An amazing, yet mesmerizing and relaxing soundtrack. hearing it in the game, just made me
forget where I was, what my problems were. I recommend this music for those in need of something to relax on.. aids but fun.
This game is wonderful.

While gameplay-wise it is more or less Ghouls 'n' Ghosts, it is clearly made with quite a lot of passion. So much attention was
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lovingly given to the details in this game - the graphics, sound, and controls all authentically capture the feel of a platforming
game from the early 90s. The music and sound effects perfectly capture the aesthetic of the Sega Genesis sound chip, the sprites
are all lovingly detailed and well animated, without any of the pixel size discrepancy that you might see in more modern games
that attempt to be retro - I bet they even took into account the hardware limitations of 16 bit platformers of the era, and tried to
design the sprites around the limited color palette provided by consoles of the early 90s.

The game is quite challenging, but fun in the way that it keeps you coming back. Even though you die, you keep wanting to try
again. It truly captures the Capcom feel in that regard, and also rewards you for challenging yourself to complete the game with
less credits, or collecting all the key items hidden in each stage. There is even a speedrun mode available for those who are
interested. This game is an underrated gem and if you like platformers of the early 90s you owe it to yourself to get this game.
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